28 WEEKS POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSE (CEA APPROVED) IN TRANSMISSION AND DISTRIBUTION SYSTEMS WITH AUTOMATION SCADA/EMS

WHY SHOULD YOU JOIN?

The Indian Power Sector is changing substantially in its institutional arrangements for its regulation as well as the structure. Apart from technological and perception changes, major changes have been introduced in the Power Sector through Private participation, reforms and restructuring. It has thus created a large demand for the trained persons in Electrical Utilities. This is a Placement Oriented Engineering Program for those who desire to make a career in the Power Sector. On successfully undergoing this course the Graduate Engineer will find immense opportunities of employment in the Indian Power Sector.

ABOUT CBIP AND THE COURSE:

A prime organization established by Ministry of Water resources in 1927 and now a registered society providing services to Indian, Renewable Energy and water resources sector. Recognized as Grade-A Category-I Training Institute by Ministry of Power, Government of India under CEA Regulations 2010. The CEA Certified course content complies with the syllabus for Engineers and Supervisors for Operation and Maintenance of Transmission and Distribution Systems as per Safety and Electric supply Regulations 7(3) of Govt. of India. The instruction and training methodology comprises 80% theory and 20% practical sessions. The main objective of the course is to create a technically and professionally trained manpower available for Power industry.

COMPANIES VISITED:

Many of our previous batch trainees are employed with reputed Organizations like TATA Power DDL, ERKA, Taurus Power, NPCI, Skool Electricians (SEI), Adani Transmission, Bajaj Electricals, Toshiba Transmission & Distribution, Manav Energy Pvt. Ltd., Luminor Industry (Kolkata), GEPDC, Infratech, Tata Projects and many others.

IMPORTANT POINTS

ELIGIBILITY: Bachelor of Engineering or equivalent in Electrical, Electronics or Power Engineering or related branches from Premier Universities/Institutes.

AGE LIMIT: No Age Limit.

SELECTION CRITERIA FOR ADMISSION:

A) On merit basis (Percentage of marks in Engineering and Personal Interview).

Merit list will be displayed on the website

NO. OF SEATS: 60 (SIXTY ONLY)

FEES:

Non Sponsored Candidates- Rs. 1,00,000
Sponsored Candidates- Rs. 1,25,000

SPECIAL OFFER: *Selective deserving candidates may be offered with discounted fees.

(B) CBIP may conduct entrance test for screening if required

*(Based on Merit. CBIP will decide during Counseling)

IMPORTANT DATES:

Issue of Prospectus- 29.04.2022 (Fri)
- Last date of receipt of application form in all respects- 15.07.2022 (Fri)
- Display of merit list in website- 18.07.2022 (Mon)
- Counseling and admission- 20.07.2022 (Wed) - 29.07.2022 (Fri)
- Commencement of the course- 01.08.2022 (Mon)

For Registration and Prospectus containing syllabus with course curriculum, please refer to our website www.cbip.org and contact our CBIP Officials with following details.

ADDRESS FOR CORRESPONDENCE:

CBIP, Centre of Excellence, Plot no. 21, SECTOR-32, Gurugram-122001,
Contact Person-
Sh. Mansi Bandyopadhyay, Mob. 9871303367 and Email ID- mansibandyopadhyay@cbip.org

CBIP is also conducting Certification Programs listed as follows

06 MONTHS POST GRADUATE DIPLOMA COURSE IN RENEWABLE ENERGY INCLUDING GRID INTEGRATION & ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM

THE COURSE: The course aims to provide a better understanding and practical exposure in the various areas of RE sector viz. solar, wind, small hydro including grid integration, power distribution, energy storage system etc.

After completion of the course the candidate will have job opportunities & can also work as an consultant/entrepreneur.

ELIGIBILITY: B Tech/BE or its equivalent in any branch of Engineering, PSU/State Government/PA/Executive/ EPIC contracts/ Solar or Wind Entrepreneurs etc.

FEES: For non-sponsored & sponsored candidates, Rs. 1,00,000/- & Rs. 1,25,000/- respectively.

TOTAL SEATS: Total 60 Seats. Application may be sent through online at CBIP website www.cbip.org

IMPORTANCE DATES:

Last date of Online Application: 15/07/2022

CONTACT PERSON: Jairdeep, Sr Manager (T), Mob. 9677182188, Email: jiajdeep@cbip.org For More details including Eligibility, other terms & conditions please visit our website www.cbip.org

Please follow our YouTube Channel: https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCAeEuAAMRT239hBDUJI8-9FA